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REINVENTING THE MODEL 110

Since its initial introduction in 1958, the Savage® Model 110 platform 
has served hunters and shooters as a hard-hitting, accurate rifle 
that’s also lightweight and economical. That reputation has helped 
make it the oldest continuously manufactured bolt-action rifle in 
North America. 

Now it’s even better with the new Model 110 Big Game and Specialty 
series. The revamped rifles have received a fresh look and a full 
complement of new and improved features, as well as longstanding 
technologies that have made Savage rifles the most accurate out- 
of-the-box firearms on the market.

Customized performance is the hallmark of the redesign. In short, 
the new rifles solve the three main issues shooters usually pay a 
gunsmith to address—fit, trigger pull, and bedding the action. 

The highlight is the all-new user-
adjustable AccuFit system, which 
allows shooters to customize both 
length-of-pull and comb height to 
make the most of their rifle’s accuracy 
potential. All it takes is a few turns 
of a Phillips head screwdriver and 
inserts included with the rifle to adjust drop at comb by as much as 
5/8 inch, and length-of-pull by a full inch. The custom fit created by 
these adjustments not only feels good but gives you a solid cheek-
to-stock connection and proper eye relief—which collectively add up 
to improved, repeatable shooting form.

Then there’s the AccuTrigger. When 
Savage launched it, the system 
literally changed the way the firearms 
industry builds triggers—and what 
shooters expect from them. It’s still 
as slick as ever and an integral part 
of all Model 110s, allowing shooters 
to safely adjust pull weight without a 
gunsmith, and eliminating accuracy-robbing creep.

The AccuStock is also standard issue 
for all of the Model 110 Specialty and 
Big Game Series rifles. The system 
consists of a rigid chassis imbedded 
in the stock. The beauty is that while 
conventional stocks contact the action 
at one or two points, the AccuStock 
engages it three-dimensionally along its entire length. The secure 
connection ensures the utmost accuracy and consistency.  

All of Savage’s new Model 110s also leverage technologies the 
company has used for decades to further dial-in performance. These 
include a floating bolt head, zero-tolerance headspacing and hand-
straightened, button-rifled barrels. Each adds a new layer to the 
accuracy equation.

In addition to all of the performance upgrades, the new Model 110 
Big Game and Specialty rifles feature a new modern look, improved 
ergonomics, and soft grip fore-end and pistol grip surfaces. The 
result is a diverse family of rifles that fit in a modern hunting camp or 
range setting, without losing the unmistakable appearance shooters 
will instantly recognize as their favorite rifle platform.

MODEL 110

ACCUFIT™

WAS IS
11/111 FCNS 110 HUNTER

16/116 WEATHER WARRIOR 110 STORM

10/110 PREDATOR 110 PREDATOR

10 FCP-SR 110 TACTICAL

11/111 LONG RANGE HUNTER 110 LONG RANGE HUNTER

12 FCV 110 VARMINT

11 SCOUT 110 SCOUT

16/116 BEAR HUNTER 110 BEAR HUNTER

– 110 WOLVERINE  ALL-NEW

110 STORM


